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Manage all your inventory in one place with JK Inventory Manager. Compatible with QuickBooks, JK
Inventory Manager eliminates the need to enter serial numbers manually, keeping your inventory
information in sync. No more going back to inventory records to find serial numbers for common
items - instead, JK Inventory Manager will scan serial numbers from live QuickBooks transactions,

and generate a one-click serial number lookup so you can easily find the serial number of the item in
stock. JK Inventory Manager also allows you to confirm the status of your goods, and manage orders

and returns using a real-time, searchable inventory history. Inventory Manager is the ideal tool to
manage your entire stock - each product is clearly identifiable, helping you to track and manage

your entire inventory. Its powerful search functionality helps to quickly find what you are looking for -
from serial number to stock item. You can manage the entire life cycle of each stock item, from

creating and selling through to returns. QuickBooks compatibility is built-in, so wherever you store
your data, your inventory management information can be integrated into the back-end systems.

Finacle Serial Numbers guide. Have you ever needed to assign serial numbers to a specific material
item in your warehouse? Then your search ends here with our Serial Numbers manager. With our

easy to use inventory manager, you can easily manage and track all your stock. Import and export
both simple and complex serial numbers in any order for all of your inventory. As the user of the

Serial Numbering software, you can enter serial numbers and quantity, barcode images and labels.
Because serial numbers represent product and component parts, they are often required in larger

quantities or greater detail than bar codes and text.
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SAP includes a parameterized table named “Manufacturer” to add, modify or delete manufacturer. I
have added one manufacturer to the inventoria stock manager serial number table. After using the

“Add” and “Edit” functions in SAP B1, I have added a new company, called “SOPRA” to the
manufacturer. The normal name of this company is “Nike”. I have added the SOPRA manufacturer to

the inventoria stock manager serial number table, and then entered a unique serial number. The
item serial number is “AA1234567890123A”. SAP has a generic table named “Serial Number” for the
inventoria stock manager serial number table. This table includes the components serial number and
the vendor serial number. When you create a new company, you need to assign a serial number for
it. The serial number for my company is SOPRA. The serial number for the company Nike is “01A”.
The following example shows how to assign a vendor serial number for a company. First profile:
Serial number exists from 0 to 999. Once the serial number is assigned to the supplier, it will be

created on the inventory as a master record for all users and when you want to do the stock check
on the material. This serial number will be generated automatically. The serial numbers in the

second profile will not appear in the first profile. Only the serial numbers in this profile will appear on
the inventory when you stock check or query. If you receive an order and assign it the same serial

number as it has in the first profile, then the serial number will appear twice on the stock
management screen. When a user queries inventory, only the serial numbers in this profile appear. If
the query shows a serial number that is not in the second profile, then the system will ask the users
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